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Digital Skin Needling
for cosmetic & medical professionals
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What is Digital Skin Needling
by Finishing Touches Group?
Our unique range of needles will allow you to carry
out a variety of micro-needling treatments to
stimulate collagen, to create fresher, healthier skin.
Advanced needling can treat medical conditions
such as trauma scars as well as fine lines and
wrinkles.
From plastic GENTLE needles, for a lunch-time
skin boost, to metal needles for a more INTENSE
and targeted rejuvenation treatment.

www.finishingtouchesgroup.com +44 (0)1444 414744
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Skin Rejuvenation by Digital Skin Needling
Finishing Touches are pleased offer you a selection of treatments that use the
process of advanced digital skin needling to produce natural, long-lasting
results in skin rejuvenation using a variety of tilted needle plates specifically
designed for a German engineered medical device.
This advanced micro-needling treatment is designed to stimulate your skin,
encouraging it to rejuvenate and repair itself naturally, producing smoother,
brighter, younger and healthier looking skin. Micro needling DSN treatment is
clinically proven to be effective on: acne scarring, photo-damaged and
ageing skin, facial, decolleté lines and wrinkles and stretch marks.

Course 1

Course 2
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Gentle
skin needling

Targeted skin needling

n Wrinkles and
fine lines

n Improving the
appearance of skin
texture
n Skin brightening
n Skin tightening

n Scar camouflage

n Trauma and surgical
scars
n Deep set facial
wrinkles

n Raised hypertrophic
scars
n Atrophic scars
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Machines
Finishing Touches offer an unrivalled range of machines with needles
for both skin rejuvenation and micropigmentation, as well as pigment removal.
Nano machine £1,950+VAT
Ideal for medical professionals
The Nano is an ideal starter machine for skin rejuvenation (gentle skin
needling).
The Nano uses a full range of safety cartridge needles so you can progress
your career in the future through SPMU, removers, scalp and medical
tattooing. Small, compact and easily transported.

Revive MN machine £1,950+VAT
Ideal for cosmetic & medical professionals
The perfect machine to offer your client or patient the full range of digital
skin needling solutions. From gentle plastic needles for rejuvenation to targeted precision needles for fine lines, wrinkles and small body scars. a
0.5mm metal needle is available for medical professionals.

Other machines are available.

A needle is less than £15 per procedure
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1 day Meso ME Gentle Skin Needling £250+VAT
Course 1: cosmetic and medical professionals

GROUP LEARNING WORKSHOP WITH DEMONSTRATIONS
Why not add a whole new procedure to your treatment
portfolio. There is no need to buy a new machine, the
needles will fit your Finishing Touches machine.

Skin and wrinkle improvement is often seen after only
1 treatment and these results encourage clients to
continue with the entire course.

Meso ME is a new skin needling programme which will
produce incredible results. The visible skin damage
such as wrinkles, fine lines, dehydration and sagging
actually happens below the surface of the skin – this is
also where the repair takes place.

This is one of the most gentle skin needling treatments
on the market and will quickly become popular with
your clients – a real diary filler.

Meso ME substances penetrate very effectively right to
the intersection between epidermis and dermis and
place the highly effective substances directly at the
problem areas with amazing results.

This one day workshop will teach you the necessary
techniques to be confident in the delivery of Meso ME
skin rejuvenation. You will be working in a group no
bigger than 10 delegates and everybody will gain
hands on experience. You will receive a training manual and Certificate of Attendance.

Meso ME is a gentle skin needling concept suitable for
most skin types and for clients who can take minimal
trauma and down time – redness dissipates within 1-2
hours.
Using hyaluronic skin infusions and an 18 point plastic
needle cartridge, you will be able to improve the
appearance of fine lines and wrinkles and improve skin
texture and tone.
You can use Meso ME with a range of skin needling
hand pieces. Clients undertake a course of treatments
over 6-8 sessions and then 6 weekly visits thereafter.

Overview

The workshops are held every 6/8 weeks.

Key learning points
n
n
n
n
n
n
n

Hands on practical sessions
Contra indications
Aftercare
Treatment planning
Clinical and hygienic set up and clear down
Ongoing advice and support
Product information and ingredients

www.finishingtouchesgroup.com +44 (0)1444 414744
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1 day Meso Enhance Targeted Skin Needling £995+VAT
Course 2: cosmetic and medical professionals
Overview

Who is suitable for this course?

This digital skin needling course will cover all areas of
targeted needling for fine lines and wrinkles, acne
scaring and skin rejuvenation. You will be able to offer
your clients an effective alternative to fillers or derma
roller that works with fantastic long lasting results.

This course is open to anyone and our trainer will
come to you for the day. It is suitable for new-starters
as well as semi permanent make up professionals.

Successful treatment for:
n
Fine lines and wrinkles
n
Softening and improving skin texture
n
Skin brightening
n
Suitable for face, décollétage, hands
n
Small body scars
n
Facial scars
n
Acne scars including ice pick scars
Your course will teach you a combination treatment
using 2 skin needling techniques. A precise dry
needling technique targeting fine lines and wrinkles
and then an overall facial treatment of Meso ME using
a specialised plastic needle plate and hyaluronic skin
infusions. The addition of a 0.5mm metal needle is
available to medical professionals only.
Meso ME is a gentle skin needling concept suitable
for most skin types. Using hyaluronic skin infusions
and an 18 point plastic needle cartridge, you will be
able to improve the appearance of fine lines and
wrinkles and improve skin texture and tone.

You will be trained working on your own clients –
model requirements can be discussed at the point of
booking a date to suit your diary.
If you are new to micropigmentation, you will be
required to complete an induction module – cost
£600+VAT. Please ask for further details.

Running order
This is a one day module. It will be a blend of theory
and practical application.

Key learning points
n
n
n
n
n
n
n

Targeted skin needling
Focus on fine lines around the eyes and forehead
Using specific plastic needles, peels and serums
Contra indications
Aftercare
Treatment planning
Clinical and hygienic set up and clear down

Skin and wrinkle improvement is often seen after only
1 treatment and these results encourage clients to
continue with the entire course.

www.finishingtouchesgroup.com +44 (0)1444 414744
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General Information
How do I book a course?

Will I need to bring any materials?

A non refundable deposit of £500 is required to
secure your place. The full payment is due 14 days
prior to the course start date. If you have to cancel
your course, we require 14 days notice. Deposits are
non refundable. Your training will not be secure until
we receive either a purchase order OR a deposit.

No. All materials and products will be provided,
including a course manual and procedure forms for
your future use.

Bespoke learning
We charge £1,000 a day per person for bespoke
learning at our head office, and £1,500 for 2 trainees
in your hospital. Tell us exactly what you want to learn
and we will work with you to customise a course to
include all of your learning needs, which also fits in
with your budget.

How will the course be assessed?
Observation of practical skills will be performed
during the course along with verbal questioning to
clarify.

Will I receive a qualification?
Yes. You will receive a certificate of attendance
within 7 days of attending the course.

Training days
All training dates are listed with each course and
prices are per trainee. Bespoke training is available –
please call for further details.

In-house training
We are aware of the limited budgets in both NHS and
private hospitals and so we offer the following help. If
one specialist trains then we allow a second person
to train for HALF PRICE.
We allow up to 6 allied members of staff to sit in on
the theory session, as well as viewing some practical
hands-on work being undertaken.
This will help everyone in the new Medical Tattooing
Department to gain knowledge and understanding,
so everyone in the unit can discuss procedures and
outcomes with patients.
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Where to find us
Haywards Heath, where our Head Office and supply centre is based.
15 minutes from Gatwick Airport
1 hour from London Victoria

All centres are listed alphabetically
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Bedford, Bedfordshire
Belfast, County Antrim
Bridgend, Wales
(coming soon)
Bristol
Cardiff, Glamorgan
Catterick Garrison, North Yorkshire
Droitwich, Worcestershire
Haywards Heath, West Sussex
Head Office
Hornchurch, Essex
Hull, Yorkshire & Humber
London (central)
London (north)
Maldon, Essex
Manchester, Cheshire
Redcar, North Yorkshire
The Wirral, Cheshire

2

6 15
10
16

14

7
3
5

4

Once you have booked to train with us we will send you
travel and hotel information.

www.finishingtouchesgroup.com +44 (0)1444 414744
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3 day Medical Masterclass £2,950+VAT

Our Medical Masterclass provides a balanced
programme of theory and practical learning using
a range of excellent patient volunteers. You will learn
how to offer your patients visual aesthetic
improvements for:
n
n
n
n

Areola pigmentation, LD and tram scar
flattening and pigmention
Skin graft and vitiligo pigmentation
Scar and burns camouflage colouration
Scar and burns relaxation and improvement
by dry needling and a range of infusion
needling techniques
Tami says:
“after my accident I endured a great deal of painful
surgery to minimise my scarring which healed red,
raised and bumpy. After having medical tattooing
treatments my scars are now barely visible. I feel
this procedure should be made available to all
patients post surgery.”
Stephen says:
“the treatment hasbeen a definite success.
I can see and feelnoticeable improvements in the
appearance of my skin. I suffered extensive
third-degree burns as a child and had extensive
scarring – until the Finishing Touches team
helped me heal my demons.”
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Finishing Touches divisions
Cosmetic
Cosmetic

Aesthetic
Aesthetic

Medical
Medical

Beauticians and
Beauticians
andcosmeticians
cosmeticians

Doctors, nurses,
Doctors, nurses, &dermatologists
dermatologists
hair loss
& hair loss professionals
professionals

NHS &
NHS
& private
privatehospitals,
hospitals,
medical centres,
medical
centres,doctors,
doctors,
nurses,
dermatologists
nurses, dermatologists

Semi Permanent Make Up
Diploma Course

Digital Skin Rejuvenation (face)

Medical Masterclass

Advanced Digital Skin
Rejuvenation Masterclass (body)

Areola Masterclass

24/7 Brows
ND Brows (Microblading to
Micropigmentation)
Skin Rejuvenation
Meso ME Digital Skin Needling
Advanced / Conversion Course
Remove and Improve
(non laser tattoo removal)
Bespoke Learning
Workshops:
Eyebrows
Eyes
Lips
Meso ME, Meso4Men
Male Brows

Medical Scalp Tattooing
Facial Feature Restoration
Male & Female Eyebrow
Micropigmentation

Scalp Tattooing / Facial Hair
Restoration Masterclass
Camouflage and Skin Needling for
Burns & Scars Masterclass
Facial Feature Restoration
Masterclass
Military / Max Fax Masterclass
Workshops:
Areola
Scars & burns

www.finishingtouchesgroup.com +44 (0)1444 414744

Finishing Touches (Semi-Permanent Make-Up) Ltd
6 Bridge Road Business Park, Bridge Road, Haywards Heath,
West Sussex RH16 1TX
Tel: +44 (0) 1444 414744 Fax: +44 (0) 1444 448946
info@finishingtouchesgroup.com
www.finishingtouchesgroup.com
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